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F -SIGNATURE OF PAIRS: CONTINUITY, p-FRACTALS AND
MINIMAL LOG DISCREPANCIES
MANUEL BLICKLE, KARL SCHWEDE, KEVIN TUCKER
Abstract. This paper contains a number of observations on the F -signature of triples
(R,∆, at) introduced in our previous joint work [BST11]. We first show that the F -signature
s(R,∆, at) is continuous as a function of t, and for principal ideals a even convex. We then
further deduce, for fixed t, that the F -signature is lower semi-continuous as a function
on SpecR when R is regular and a is principal. We also point out the close relationship
of the signature function in this setting to the works of Monsky and Teixeira on Hilbert-
Kunz multiplicity and p-fractals [MT04, MT06]. Finally, we conclude by showing that
the minimal log discrepancy of an arbitrary triple (R,∆, at) is an upper bound for the
F -signature.
1. Introduction
The F -signature s(R) of a reduced local ring (R,m, k) in positive characteristic gives a
measure of singularities by analyzing the asymptotic behavior of the number of splittings
(F -splittings) of large iterates of the Frobenius endomorphism. It is a real number between
0 and 1, s(R) = 1 characterizing regular rings [HL02, Yao06], and s(R) > 0 characterizing
F -regular rings [AL03]. More generally, this rather subtle invariant is thought to encode
various arithmetic and geometric properties of R; for example, the F -signature recovers
the group order of tame finite quotient singularities ([HL02, Example 18],[Yao06, Remark
4.7],[Tuc, Corollary 4.13]), and is closely related to the theory of Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity.
In our previous work [BST11], we extended the notion of F -signature to the setting com-
monly considered in birational algebraic geometry. Specifically, we consider triples (R,∆, at)
where R is a local normal domain, ∆ is an effective R-divisor on X = SpecR, and a ⊆ R is
a non-zero ideal with coefficient t ∈ R≥0 (cf. [BSTZ10]). Once more, the F -signature of such
a triple is an asymptotic measure of a number of F -splittings, however we restrict the set of
“allowable” splittings by taking into account the additional data of the triple. Importantly,
as before in the absolute case above, the positivity of the F -signature characterizes strongly
F -regular triples [BST11, Theorem 3.18].
The purpose of the present paper is to point out a number of interesting properties of
the F -signature of triples and relate it to previously studied invariants of singularities. We
spend most of our time studying the function
t 7→ s(R,∆, at).
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Most notably, we first show that this function is Lipschitz and hence, in particular, contin-
uous as a function of t. In case R is regular and a = 〈f〉 is principal, substantially more can
be said: the F -signature s(R, f t) is shown to be convex, and its derivatives recover both the
Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity and F -signature of R/〈f〉. Furthermore, it is closely related to the
works of Monsky and Teixeira on Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity and p-fractals [MT04, MT06].
As an application of these results we show that, for fixed t, the F -signature s(R, f t) is lower
semi-continuous as a function on SpecR. Finally, we conclude by showing that the minimal
log discrepancy of an arbitrary triple (R,∆, at) is an upper bound for the F -signature.
To simplify notation when summarizing our results more precisely in this introduction,
we consider only the case of pairs (R, f t) with R a d-dimensional F -finite normal local
domain with perfect residue field, f ∈ R a non-zero element, and t ∈ R≥0. For each e > 0,
we consider the maximal rank ae of an R-free direct summand of F
e
∗R
∼= R1/p
e
. In other
words, ae is determined by writing
F e∗R
∼= R⊕ae ⊕Me
as R-modules where Me has no free direct summand, and the F -signature is defined to be
the limit [SVdB97, HL02]
s(R) = lim
e−→∞
ae
ped
.
Recently, the third author has shown that this limit exists in general [Tuc]. The F -signature
of the pair (R, f t) is defined similarly after restricting which direct summands are taken
into account; setting af
t
e to be the maximal rank of an R-free direct summand of F e∗R ≃
R⊕a
ft
e ⊕Mf
t
e where the associated projections F e∗R −→ R factor through multiplication by
F e∗ f
⌈t(pe−1)⌉ on F e∗R, the F -signature of the pair (R, f
t) is the limit
s(R, f t) = lim
e−→∞
af
t
e
pe
shown to exist in [BST11].
The first new result obtained herein is the continuity of F -signature in terms of the
parameter t.
Theorem A (Theorem 3.3). Suppose that R is an F -finite local ring and f ∈ R. Then the
function
t 7→ s(R, f t)
is a continuous function of t on [0,∞).
This result also holds for triples (R,∆, at) as well. Using this continuity result (and the
method of its proof), we also obtain the stronger statement
Theorem B (Theorem 3.9). Suppose that R is an F -finite local ring and f ∈ R. Then the
function
t 7→ s(R, f t)
is convex on [0,∞).
However, in contrast to the continuity statement, we are only able to show that the convexity
generalizes to triples where the ideal a = 〈f〉 is principal.
If R is regular and t = a/pc for a, c ∈ N, then s(R, f t) can be computed from a single
length as opposed to an abstract limit; see Proposition 4.1. Interestingly, this length has also
featured prominently in the works of Monsky and Teixeira on Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity and
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p-fractals (see [MT04, MT06]). In Section 4, we explain this connection in detail and further
clarify the relationship between the F -signature function s(R, f t) and the invariants of the
hypersurface R/〈f〉 (see Theorem 4.6). Indeed, we have that the right derivative of s(R, f t)
exists at t = 0 and equals the negative of the Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity of R/〈f〉; similarly,
the left derivative of s(R, f t) exists at t = 1 and equals the negative of the F -signature
of R/〈f〉. In particular, it follows that R/〈f〉 is strongly F -regular if and only if s(R, f t)
is not differentiable at t = 1. Finally, we also numerically compute the example of the
F -signature function t 7→ s(R, f t) of the cusp f := y2 + x3 ∈ k[x, y]〈x,y〉 =: R in some small
characteristics.
In the absolute setting, a difficult and important open problem is to show that the
F -signature is lower semi-continuous as a function on the prime spectrum of a ring [EY11].
However, using the computation of the F -signature for certain pairs as a single length
together with the continuity in the scaling parameter, we are able to show the following
result.
Theorem C (Corollary 5.3). If R is regular and not necessarily local with 0 6= f ∈ R and
fixed t ≥ 0, then the function SpecR −→ R defined by the rule
q 7→ s(Rq, f
t)
is lower semi-continuous in the Zariski topology of SpecR.
The F -signature is only interesting (i.e. non-zero) for strongly F -regular triples, a notion
which corresponds to the characteristic zero property of Kawamata log terminal singularities
via reduction to prime characteristic p > 0. The basic invariant used to study Kawamata
log terminal singularities are the minimal log discrepancies, which we are able to compare
to the F -signature in the final section of this article.
Theorem D (Corollary 6.4). Suppose that R is normal Q-Gorenstein and F -finite. Then
for all x ∈ X = SpecR we have s(OX,x, f
t) ≤ mld(x;X, f t).
The above result is both novel and interesting in the absolute case, though it once more
generalizes to triples (R,∆, at) as well; see Corollary 6.4. We are also able to include several
further improvements; in particular, see Corollary 6.6.
Acknowledgements: The authors would like to thank Craig Huneke and Karen Smith for
inspiring conversations. The authors would also like to thank the all the referees and Mircea
Mustat¸a˘ for numerous useful comments on previous drafts. The authors worked on this paper
while visiting the Johannes Gutenberg-Universita¨t Mainz during the summers of 2010 and
2011. These visits were funded by the SFB/TRR45 Periods, moduli, and the arithmetic of
algebraic varieties.
2. The F -signature for triples
We begin by fixing notation and recalling the definition of and formulae for the F -signature
of a triple; in particular, the description found in Proposition 2.2 will suffice for a majority
of this article. Throughout this paper R is a d-dimensional F -finite local normal domain of
characteristic p > 0 with maximal ideal m and residue field k. We are concerned with triples
(R,∆, at) where ∆ is an effective R-divisor on SpecR, and a ⊆ R is a non-zero ideal with
parameter t ∈ R≥0; if ∆ = 0 or a = R, we will omit these terms from the notation. For any
R-module M , we use F e∗M to denote the R-module which agrees with M as an Abelian
group but where R-multiplication is twisted by the e-iterated Frobenius F e : R −→ R. In
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other words, the R-module structure on F e∗M is given by r ·m = r
pem for r ∈ R andm ∈M .
The F -finiteness condition means precisely that F e∗R is a finitely generated R-module for
every e > 0.
We define a p−e-linear map ϕ : M −→ M to be an R-linear map ϕ : F e∗M −→ M , i.e. ϕ
is an additive endomorphism of M satisfying ϕ(rp
e
m) = rϕ(m) for all m ∈ M and r ∈ R.
The prototypical example of a p−e-linear map is a Frobenius splitting, or better still an
associated projection map onto an R-module direct summand of F e∗R isomorphic to R.
The F -signature of R is an asymptotic measure of the number of all such summands as e
increases.
More generally, to define the F -signature of a triple (R,∆, at) we limit the direct sum-
mands enumerated by taking into account the additional data of the triple. The effective
R-divisor ∆ yields an inclusion
R ⊆ R(⌈(pe − 1)∆⌉) := {f | f ∈ Frac(R) with div(f) + ⌈(pe − 1)∆⌉ ≥ 0}
and induces (by restriction) an inclusion HomR(F
e
∗R(⌈(p
e − 1)∆⌉), R) ⊆ HomR(F
e
∗R,R).
A free direct summand R⊕n ⊆ F e∗R is called an (R,∆)-summand if each of the asso-
ciated projection maps ϕ ∈ HomR(F
e
∗R,R) belongs to HomR(F
e
∗R(⌈(p
e − 1)∆⌉), R). If
additionally, all the associated projection maps ϕ ∈ HomR(F
e
∗R,R) lie in the submodule
HomR(F
e
∗R(⌈(p
e − 1)∆⌉), R) · F e∗ a
⌈t(pe−1)⌉ then it is called a (R,∆, at)-summand1. Thus,
we are led to the definition of the F -signature for triples.
Definition 2.1. [BST11] The e-th F -splitting number of a triple (R,∆, at) is the maximal
rank a∆,a
t
e of a free (R,∆, at)-summand of F e∗R as an R-module. If d = dimR and α(R) =
logp[k : k
p], the limit
s(R,∆, at) = lim
e−→∞
a∆,a
t
e
pe(d+α(R))
exists and is called the F -signature of (R,∆, at).
A key result about the F -signature states that s(R,∆, at) is positive if and only if the
triple (R,∆, at) is strongly F -regular [BST11, Theorem 3.18] (cf. [AL03]). In this case, R
itself is strongly F -regular and hence normal and Cohen-Macaulay.
Prior to the last section, we shall rely solely on the following explicit description of the
F -signature for triples obtained in [BST11]. As in loc. cit. Definition 3.3, set
I∆e := {r ∈ R |ϕ(r) ∈ m for all ϕ ∈ HomR(F
e
∗R(⌈(p
e − 1)∆⌉), R)}.
Proposition 2.2. Let (R,∆, at) be a triple. According to [BST11, Proposition 3.5], we have
a∆,a
t
e = peα(R) ℓ(R/(I∆e : a
⌈t(pe−1)⌉)) and hence
s(R,∆, at) = lim
e−→∞
1
ped
ℓ(R/(I∆e : a
⌈t(pe−1)⌉)).
Additionally, using [BST11, Proposition 4.17], we also have
s(R,∆, at) = lim
e−→∞
1
ped
ℓ(R/(I∆e : a
⌈tpe⌉)).
1In other words, each ϕ can be written as a sum
∑
ψi(F
e
∗ ai · ) for some ai ∈ a
⌈t(pe−1)⌉ and ψi ∈
HomR(F
e
∗R(⌈(p
e − 1)∆⌉), R).
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Remark 2.3. The definition of the F -signature is further generalized in [BST11] using the
notion of a Cartier subalgebra on R. Let us briefly recall this often convenient point of view:
the total Cartier algebra on R is the non-commutative graded ring
C
R =
∞⊕
e=0
C
R
e
where CRe = HomR(F
e
∗R,R) and multiplication is given by composition of additive maps.
A Cartier subalgebra is a graded subring D of CR with D0 = R. One says that a free direct
summand of F e∗R is a (R,D)-summand if all associated projection maps F
e
∗R −→ R belong
to De. The F -signature of (R,D) is then roughly
2 given by
s(R,D) = lim
e−→∞
aDe
pe(d+α(R))
where aDe is the maximal rank of a (R,D)-free summand of F
e
∗R. With this setup it is easy to
verify that both C∆ =
⊕
C∆e with C
∆
e := HomR(F
e
∗R(⌈(p
e−1)∆⌉), R) and C∆,a
t
= ⊕C∆,a
t
e
with C∆,a
t
e := C∆e · F
e
∗ a
⌈t(pe−1)⌉ form Cartier subalgebras. See [BST11, ST12] for details.
3. Continuity and convexity of F -signature
An important basic case of F -signature of pairs is that of a simple normal crossing divisor,
i.e. where R = kJx1, . . . , xnK and ∆ = t1 divX(x1) + . . . + tn divX(xn). As worked out in
[BST11, Example 4.19], we have
(1) s(R,∆) = (1− t1)(1 − t2) . . . (1− tn)
so long as ti ≤ 1 for all i (otherwise the signature is zero). In fact, this is but a special case
of the formula for the F -signature of monomial ideals.
Theorem 3.2. [BST11, Theorem 4.20] Let R = kJx1, . . . , xnK where k is an F -finite field of
characteristic p > 0. Suppose a ⊆ R is a monomial ideal with Newton polyhedron Pa ⊆ R
n
and t ∈ R>0. Then the F -signature of (R, a
t)
s(R, at) = volRn(tPa ∩ [0, 1]
n)
equals the Euclidean volume of the intersection of tPa with the unit cube [0, 1]
n ⊆ Rn.
This result has recently been generalized to toric varieties by M. Von Korff in [VK11]
(cf. [WY04, Sin05]). What one notices in any of these basic cases is that the signature
function
t 7→ s(R, at)
is a continuous function of t. In this section, we verify this property in general, even after
additionally incorporating a divisor ∆. We additionally prove that in the case that a is
principal, that the signature function is convex.
Theorem 3.3. Suppose R is a d-dimensional F -finite local normal domain with dimension
d, ∆ is an effective R-divisor on Spec(R), and a ⊆ R is a non-zero ideal. Then the function
t 7→ s(R,∆, at) is continuous.
2For a general Cartier subalgebra, one has to be slightly more careful when taking the limit in that some
De might be zero. This pathology does not occur in the case that D comes from a triple.
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Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume R is strongly F -regular (else the function
in question is identically zero) and hence Cohen-Macaulay. Choose a non-zero element
x1 ∈ a, and complete it to a system of parameters x1, x2, . . . , xd for R. In particular,
x1, x2, . . . , xd form a regular sequence, so that
(4) ℓR
(
R/〈xn11 , x
n2
2 , . . . , x
nd
d 〉
)
= n1n2 · · ·nd ℓR (R/〈x1, x2, . . . , xd〉)
for any n1, n2, . . . , nd ∈ Z>0.
Using the description of the F -signature recalled above in Proposition 2.2 we have that
s(R,∆, at) = lim
e−→∞
1
ped
ℓR
(
R/(I∆e : a
⌈tpe⌉)
)
.
Fix e0 ∈ Z>0; for e ≥ e0, we have that
(5)
0 ≤ ℓR
(
R/(I∆e : a
⌈tpe⌉)
)
− ℓR
(
R/(I∆e : a
⌈(t+ 1
pe0
)pe⌉
)
)
= ℓR

(
I∆e : a
⌈(t+ 1
pe0
)pe⌉
)
(I∆e : a
⌈tpe⌉)
 = ℓR

(
(I∆e : a
⌈tpe⌉) : ap
e−e0
)
(I∆e : a
⌈tpe⌉)
 .
Now, since x1 ∈ a, we have
(6)
ℓR
((
(I∆e :a
⌈tpe⌉):ap
e−e0
)
(I∆e :a
⌈tpe⌉)
)
≤ ℓR
((I∆e :a⌈tpe⌉):xpe−e01 )
(I∆e :a
⌈tpe⌉)

= ℓR
(
R
〈xp
e−e0
1 ,(I
∆
e :a
⌈tpe⌉)〉
)
≤ p
ed
pe0 ℓR
(
R
〈x1,...,xd〉
)
.
where the equality in the second line comes from the fact that the lengths of the kernel and
cokernel of multiplication by xp
e−e0
1 on R/(I
∆
e : a
⌈tpe⌉) must be equal, and the inequality in
the third is just by the inclusion
xp
e
2 , . . . , x
pe
d ∈ m
[pe] ⊆ I∆e ⊆ (I
∆
e : a
⌈tpe⌉)
and (4). Thus, dividing by ped and letting e −→ ∞ gives
0 ≤ s(R,∆, at)− s(R,∆, a
t+ 1
pe0 ) ≤
1
pe0
ℓR
(
R
〈x1, . . . , xd〉
)
.
Using that s(R,∆, at) is non-increasing in t, continuity now follows immediately. 
The proof also shows that:
Corollary 3.7. With the notation above, s(R,∆, at) is a Lipschitz function in t with con-
stant ℓR(R/〈x1, . . . , xd〉).
Remark 3.8. Furthermore, if D is a Cartier subalgebra on R, essentially the same proof
shows that the function s(R,D , at) is continuous in t (replacing I∆e with I
D
e throughout,
and using only those e which appear in the semigroup of D , see [BST11]).
A close inspection of the proof of the continuity in Theorem 3.3 shows that in the case
that a = 〈f〉 is principal one can do better: The function t 7→ s(R,∆, f t) is convex – which
implies that the signature function is differentiable at all but countably many points.
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Theorem 3.9. Suppose that R is an F -finite normal local domain, ∆ is an effective
R-divisor on Spec(R), and f ∈ R is a non-zero element. Then the function t 7→ s(R,∆, f t)
is convex on the interval [0,∞).
Proof. If 0 ≤ t < t1 < t2, we need to verify
D(t, t1) =
s(R,∆, f t1)− s(R,∆, f t)
t1 − t
≤
s(R,∆, f t2)− s(R,∆, f t1)
t2 − t1
= D(t1, t2).
By continuity, it suffices to check this inequality on the dense set of rational numbers whose
denominators are powers of p. Thus, for some c ∈ Z>0, we will assume that
t =
a
pc
t1 =
a1
pc
t2 =
a2
pc
where a < a1 < a2 ∈ Z>0. In fact, it is enough to treat the case a1 = a+ 1, a2 = a+ 2.
Following the proof of Theorem 3.3 we notice that the first inequality in Equation (6) is
an equality whenever a = 〈f〉 is principal. Combining this with Equation (5) we obtain
ℓR
(
R/(I∆e : f
⌈( a
pc
)pe⌉)
)
− ℓR
(
R/(I∆e : f
⌈(a+1
pc
)pe⌉)
)
= ℓR
(
R
〈(I∆e : f
ape−c), fpe−c〉
)
.
Dividing through by ped and taking limits as e −→∞ then gives
s(R,∆, f
a
pc )− s(R,∆, f
a+1
pc ) = lim
e−→∞
1
ped
ℓR
(
R
〈(I∆e : f
ape−c), fpe−c〉
)
.
Since for a < b we have 〈fap
e−c
〉 ⊇ 〈f bp
e−c
〉 and hence
〈(I∆e : f
ape−c), fp
e−c
〉 ⊆ 〈(I∆e : f
bpe−c), fp
e−c
〉.
It follows that
D
(
a
pc
,
a+ 1
pc
)
≤ D
(
a+ 1
pc
,
a+ 2
pc
)
for all a ≥ 0 as desired. 
From convexity, we easily obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 3.10. Suppose that R is an F -finite normal local domain, ∆ is an effective
R-divisor on Spec(R), and f ∈ R is a non-zero element. Then the left D−s(R,∆, f
t) and
right derivatives D+s(R,∆, f
t) exist on all of (0,∞) and are non-decreasing. Furthermore,
the right derivative D+s(R,∆, f
0) exists, and −D+s(R,∆, f
0) is the sharp (in other words,
best) Lipschitz constant for s(R,∆, f t).
Proof. Since s(R,∆, f t) is Lipschitz and convex on [0,∞), it can be extended to a convex
function on all of R. This immediately implies the desired existence of the right and left
derivatives at all points, including the existence of D+s(R,∆, f
0). The fact that they are
non-decreasing is an immediate consequence of convexity. Therefore, since s(R,∆, f t) = 0
when t ≥ 1, it follows that both left and right derivatives are non-positive at every point
and
sup
0≤t1<t2
∣∣∣∣s(R,∆, f t2)− s(R,∆, f t1)t2 − t1
∣∣∣∣ = −D+s(R,∆, f0)
as claimed. 
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4. Relation with p-fractals
In this section, we specialize to the case where (R,m, k) is a regular local F -finite ring of
dimension d and ∆ = 0, where it is elementary to see I∆=0e = m
[pe] (cf. [BST11, Theorem
4.13]). Hence, by Proposition 2.2, the F -signature of (R, at) is given as the limit
s(R,∆, at) = lim
e−→∞
1
ped
ℓR(R/(m
[pe] : a⌈tp
e⌉)).
However, when considering a pair (R, f t) where a = 〈f〉 is principal and t = a/pc is a
rational number whose denominator is a power of p, we may simplify even further. In this
case, the above limit becomes
lim
e−→∞
1
ped
ℓR(R/(m
[pe] : fap
e−c
)).
But since R is regular, (m[p
e] : fap
e−c
) = (m[p
c] : fa)[p
e−c] and the limit is just a scalar mul-
tiple of the Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity eHK((m
[pc] : fa), R) cf. [Mon83]. Again by regularity
of R we then have eHK((m
[pc] : fa), R) = ℓR(R/(m
[pc] : fa)). Summarizing, this yields:
Proposition 4.1. Suppose that (R,m, k) is an F -finite regular d-dimensional domain and
f ∈ R is a non-zero element. Then for any integers a, c > 0
s(R, fa/p
c
) =
1
pcd
ℓR(R/(m
[pc] : fa)).
The just described function appeared previously in the work of P. Monsky and P. Teixeira
on p-fractals, [MT04, MT06]. To show the relationship of F -signature with their work, we
fix k to be a finite (hence perfect) field and let R = kJx1, . . . , xnK, m = 〈x1, . . . , xn〉, and
0 6= f ∈ R. Let us denote by
I := {x ∈ Q |x ∈ [0, 1], x = a/pc, a ∈ N, c ∈ N}
the set of rational numbers in [0, 1] whose denominators are powers of p. The authors of
[MT06] extensively study the function
ϕf : I −→ Q
defined by
ϕf (a/p
c) = p−cd · dimk
(
R/(m[p
c] + 〈fa〉)
)
.
In particular, the authors studied the implications of whether this function is a p-fractal,
see [MT04, Section 2]. By definition, a function ϕ : I −→ Q is a p-fractal if the Q-vector-
subspace of the set of functions F = {ψ : I −→ Q} spanned by the functions
{ϕ( t+bpe )|e ≥ 0, 0 ≤ b ≤ p
e}
is finite dimensional as a Q-vector space. Indeed, in [Tei02, MT06] it was shown that if ϕf
is a p-fractal, then the Hilbert-Kunz series3 of f ∈ R is a rational function.
Since we have the short exact sequence
(2) 0 −→ R/(m[p
e] : fa)
·fa
−−−→ R/m[p
e] −→ R/(m[p
e] + 〈fa〉) −→ 0
3The Hilbert-Kunz series of f ∈ kJx1, . . . , xsK =: R is the formal power series in ZJzK:
∞∑
n=0
dimk
(
R/〈xp
n
1 , . . . , x
pn
s , f〉
)
zn.
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we see immediately that
(3) ϕf (a/p
e) := 1− s(R, fa/p
e
),
and in particular we have the following result.
Theorem 4.4. [MT04, Theorem 1] Consider R = kJx, yK where k is a finite field of char-
acteristic p and suppose f ∈ R is a non-zero element. Then the function apc 7→ s(R, f
a
pc ) is
a p-fractal.
Remark 4.5. In arbitrary dimension, the F -signature t 7→ s(R, f t) thus gives another inter-
pretation via (3) of the functions ϕf studied by Monsky and Teixeira. This is particularly
novel in that it is geometric in nature: setting X = Spec(R) and D = divX(f), the function
ϕf is measuring the singularities of the pairs (X, tD) given by scaling the divisor D. Similar
techniques are commonplace throughout (complex) birational algebraic geometry (see also
Section 6).
The primary motivation of Monsky and Teixeira for studying the functions ϕf was in
order to compute the Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity of the quotient R/〈f〉. The following result
further clarifies the relationship of these functions to the Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity and F -
signature of R/〈f〉. Geometrically, one should view this statement as a version of adjunction
for the divisor D = divX(f) on X = Spec(R).
Theorem 4.6. If (R,m, k) is an F -finite regular d-dimensional local domain and f ∈ R is
a non-zero element, then
D−s(R, f
1) = −s(R/〈f〉) and D+s(R, f
0) = −eHK(R/〈f〉).
In other words, the left derivative of s(R, f t) exists at t = 1 and equals the negative of the
F -signature of R/〈f〉. Similarly, the right derivative of s(R, f t) exists at t = 0 and equals
the negative of the Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity of R/〈f〉.
Proof. The asserted existence follow immediately from Corollary 3.10. For the first state-
ment, we observe by Proposition 4.1 that
D−s(R, f
1) = lim
t−→1−
(
s(R, f t)
t− 1
)
= − lim
e−→∞
(
s(R, f1−1/p
e
)
1/pe
)
= − lim
e−→∞
 1ped ℓR
(
R
(m[pe]:fpe−1)
)
1/pe

= − lim
e−→∞
1
pe(d−1)
ℓR
(
R
m[p
e] : (fpe : f)
)
which, after switching the sign, equals the F -signature of R/〈f〉 according to [BST11, Corol-
lary 4.14]. Next, we again use Proposition 4.1 to observe that
D+s(R, f
0) = lim
t−→0+
(
s(R, f t)− 1
t
)
= lim
e−→∞
(
s(R, f1/p
e
)− 1
1/pe
)
= lim
e−→∞
(
1
ped
ℓR
(
R/(m[p
e] : f)
)
− 1
1/pe
)
= lim
e−→∞
1
pe(d−1)
(
ℓR
(
R/(m[p
e] : f)
)
− ped
)
.
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Figure 1. Graphs of the signature function of s(k[x, y], (y2 + x3)t) (left)
and an approximation of the derivative dsdt (right) in characteristics 2, 3, and
5. On the right we also included characteristic 7 which is at this level of
detail virtually indistinguishable from characteristic 5 on the left, hence it is
omitted there.
However, using (2) and the fact that R is regular, we see that ℓR
(
R/(m[p
e] : f)
)
is equal to
ped − ℓR
(
R/(m[p
e] + 〈f〉)
)
. Therefore:
D+s(R, f
0) = lim
e−→∞
−1
pe(d−1)
ℓR
(
R/(m[p
e] + 〈f〉)
)
= −eHK(R/〈f〉)
proving the second statement. 
Corollary 4.7. Suppose that (R,m, k) is an F -finite regular d-dimensional local domain
and f ∈ R is a non-zero element. Then eHK(R/〈f〉) is the sharp Lipschitz constant for the
function s(R, f t), and R/〈f〉 is strongly F -regular if and only if s(R, f t) is not differentiable
at t = 1.
Proof. The first statement follows immediately from Theorem 4.6 and Corollary 3.10. For
the second statement, note that D+s(R, f
1) = 0 as s(R, f t) = 0 for all t ≥ 1. Thus, s(R, f t)
is not differentiable at t = 1 if and only if D−s(R, f
1) = −s(R/〈f〉) is non-zero, which is
equivalent to the strong F -regularity of R/〈f〉 by [AL03]. 
We conclude this section with some numerical examples of the function t 7→ s(R, f t)
generated in the computer algebra system Macaulay2. For example, the code
R := ZZ/5[x,y,Degrees=>{2,3}]
for i from 0 to 125 list
toString(1-(1/5^6)*degree(R^1/(ideal(x^125,y^125,(x^3+y^2)^i))))
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will create the list of the F -signatures of s(F5[x, y], (x
3 + y2)i/125) for i = 0, . . . , 125. In the
graphs shown in Figure 1 we plot these values for various characteristics4. We also plot an
approximation of the derivative dsdt defined by:
ds
dt
(i/pe) ∼
s(R, f (i+1)/p
e
)− s(R, f i/p
e
)
1/pe
.
with domain {i/pe ∈ Q | 0 ≤ i/pe < 1}. This approximation of the derivative of the signature
function exhibits the same fractal-like behavior observed before in [MT04].
4/5 9/11 5/60.77
∼0.006
0
s
(t
)
=
s
(k
[x
,
y
],
(y
2
+
x
3
)t
)
t
Figure 2. Graph of the F -signature function s(k[x, y], (x2 + y3)t) near the
F -pure threshold in characteristics 5, 7, and 11. Away from the F -pure
threshold they are harder to distinguish at this level of detail.
In these examples, the signature function is both continuous and convex as predicted by
the results of Section 3. However, further inspection raises a number of natural questions.
Question 4.8. Set R = Fp[x1, . . . , xn]〈x1,...,xn〉 and fix f ∈ R. Does the function t 7→ s(R, f
t)
have any sort of uniform behavior as p goes to infinity? If so, does the limit of these have a
geometric interpretation in terms of the log resolution of (R, f)?
Question 4.9. Set R = Fp[x1, . . . , xn]〈x1,...,xn〉 and fix f ∈ R. Does the function t 7→ s(R, f
t)
send rational numbers to rational numbers?
Based upon some further computer experimentation, we also ask.
Question 4.10. Set R = Fp[x1, . . . , xn]〈x1,...,xn〉 and fix f ∈ R. When is the function t 7→
s(R, f t) piece-wise polynomial? If so, what happens when p goes to infinity for these pieces?
4See [MT04, 6.4 Example 4] for an alternative analysis of the cusp; to our knowledge, this example is not
well-established and understood – particularly as the characteristic varies.
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Remark 4.11. The work and computations of Monsky and Teixeira – in light of (3) – directly
gives some substantial examples of the function t 7→ s(R, f t). For example, it follows from
[MT04, 6.1 Example 1] that for t ∈ [0, 1] we have
s(F3Jx, yK, (y
3 − x4 + x2y2)t) =
9− 36t+ 36t2 −∆2(t)
8
where ∆: [0, 1] −→ R is the fractal-like function pictured in [MT04, Figure 1] determined
by setting ∆(t) = 6t − 3 for t ∈ [2/3, 1] together with the relations ∆( t3) =
1
3∆(1 − t) and
∆( t+13 ) =
1
3∆(t).
Remark 4.12. As visible in the examples above, the functions t 7→ s(R, f t) exhibit rather
complex and interesting behavior. However, very few broad classes of examples have been
computed: for example, little is known even in the case of a homogenous hypersurfaces with
an isolated singularity. In light of Theorem 4.6, computing these functions is a problem at
least as difficult as explicitly computing Hilbert-Kunz multiplicities – widely considered an
extremely challenging problem.
Further evidence for the assertion that computing Hilbert-Kunz multiplicities is extremely
difficult can be seen from [Mon08]. Here, Monsky considers the homogenous cubic hyper-
surface defined by x3 + y3 + xyz in F2Jx, y, zK. While the Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity of this
hypersurface is known by [BC97], the corresponding function t 7→ s(F2Jx, yK, (x
3+y3+xyz)t)
remains elusive. In fact, again using (3), [Mon08, Conjecture 1.5] essentially conjectures a re-
cursive relationship that completely determines this function (cf. loc. cit. Theorem 1.9). The
importance of this conjecture stems from the fact that, if true, it implies that the weighted
homogeneous hypersurface uv+x3+y3+xyz in F2Jx, y, z, u, vK has irrational Hilbert-Kunz
multiplicity and F -signature; see [Mon08, Corollary 2.7] and [Tuc, Proposition 4.22].
5. Semi-continuity of the F -signature of a pair
Suppose that R is a regular F -finite domain and fix an element of f ∈ R and positive
integers a, c. We are interested in the signature s(Rq, f
a/pc) as a function in q ∈ SpecR.
Due to the special shape of the exponent a/pc we may use Proposition 4.1 to see that this
function
H := SpecR −→ R; q 7→ s(Rq, f
a/pc) =
1
pc(dimRq)
ℓRq
(
Rq/(q
[pc] : fa)
)
is given by a single length. It is precisely this observation that enables us to show that
H, and in consequence the F -signature for exponents of a special shape, is lower semi-
continuous. Note that in general, where the F -signature is not known to be computed by a
single length, it is much harder to obtain a semi-continuity result. The lower semi-continuity
of the F -signature for arbitrary exponents will be derived afterwards with the help of our
continuity in t result Theorem 3.3.
Proposition 5.1. Suppose that R is a regular F -finite ring. Suppose additionally that f ∈ R
and also a, c ∈ N. Then the function
H : q ∈ SpecR 7→ s(Rq, f
a/pc)
is lower semi-continuous on SpecR.
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Proof. As explained above, due to Proposition 4.1, we have to show that the expression
1
pc dimRq
ℓRq(Rq/(q
[pc] : fa)) is lower semi-continuous. Using (2), we have
1
pcdimRq
ℓRq
(
Rq/(q
[pc] : fa)
)
= 1−
1
pcdimRq
ℓRq
(
Rq/〈q
[pc], fa〉
)
and so it is equivalent to show that the function
q ∈ SpecR 7→
1
pcdimRq
ℓRq
(
Rq/〈q
[pc], fa〉
)
is upper semi-continuous. Since R is excellent as it is F -finite [Kun76] and R/〈fa〉 is locally
equidimensional (it is Cohen-Macaulay, and thus locally unmixed), this follows immediately
from [SB79]. However, we include herein an alternative proof in our current setting.
Tensoring the short exact sequence
0 −→ Rq
·fa
−−−→Rq −→ Rq/〈f
a〉 −→ 0
with Rq/q
[pc], we may extract from the resulting Tor-sequence the equality
(2)
1
pcdimRq
ℓRq
(
Tor
Rq
1 (Rq/f
a, Rq/q
[pc])
)
=
1
pcdimRq
ℓRq
(
Rq/〈q
[pc], fa〉
)
.
Since for any finite length module M one has ℓRq(F
c
∗M) = p
α(Rq) ℓRq(M) we get that (2) is
equal to
1
pc(α(Rq)+dimRq)
ℓRq
(
F c∗ Tor
Rq
1 (Rq/〈f
a〉, Rq/q
[pc])
)
By [Kun76, Proposition 2.3] one knows that α(Rq) + dimRq is constant on SpecR, hence
so is the coefficient above. Using that F c∗ (Rq/q
[pc]) ∼= F c∗Rq ⊗ k(q) we also have
F c∗ Tor
Rq
1 (Rq/〈f
a〉, Rq/q
[pc]) ∼= Tor
F c∗Rq
1 (F
c
∗ (Rq/〈f
a〉), (F c∗Rq)⊗R k(q))
∼= TorR1 (F
c
∗ (R/〈f
a〉), k(q))
where the second isomorphism is due to base-change for Tor, [Wei94, Proposition 3.2.9],
which we can apply because F c∗Rq is a flat Rq-module (since R is regular [Kun69]). Now, the
length of TorR1 (F
c
∗ (R/〈f
a〉), k(q)) (as an Rq-module) is upper semi-continuous in q ∈ SpecR
by [Gro63, Theore`me 7.6.9]. This completes our proof. 
Combining the previous result with the continuity of F -signature of Theorem 3.3, we
obtain the following improvement.
Corollary 5.3. Suppose that R is a regular F -finite ring. Suppose additionally that f ∈ R
and t > 0 is a positive real number. Then the function
q ∈ SpecR 7→ s(Rq, f
t)
is lower semi-continuous on SpecR.
Proof. Fix ε > 0 and choose q0 ∈ SpecR. By the continuity of the function λ 7→ s(Rq, f
λ),
we know that there exists a δ > 0 such that s(Rq, f
λ) ∈
(
s(Rq, f
λ)− ε/2, s(Rq, f
λ) + ε/2
)
for all λ ∈ (t− δ, t+ δ). Choose positive integers a and c, such that t+ δ > a/pc ≥ t. Thus
s(Rq, f
t) ≥ s(Rq, f
a/pc) > s(Rq, f
t)− ε/2.
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Using Proposition 5.1, choose an open neighborhood U of q such that s(Rp, f
a/pc) >
s(Rq, f
a/pc)− ε/2 for all p ∈ U . But then
s(Rp, f
t) ≥ s(Rp, f
a/pc) > s(Rq, f
a/pc)− ε/2 > s(Rq, f
t)− ε
for all p ∈ U , proving that s(Rp, f
t) is lower semi-continuous as a function of p ∈ SpecR as
desired. 
6. Minimal log discrepancies
We now return to the setting of arbitrary triples (R,∆, at) (i.e. where R is not assumed
regular and a not assumed principal). In general, while the test ideal τ(R,∆, at) measures
the singularities of a given triple, it only provides information if the triple is not strongly
F -regular. Complementarily, the F -signature s(R,∆, at) provides information on singulari-
ties which are strongly F -regular. In characteristic zero, the analog of the test ideal is the
multiplier ideal J (R,∆, at), which only provides information on non-Kawamata log termi-
nal singularities; the most common tool for measuring singularities which are Kawamata log
terminal is the minimal log discrepancy. This leads one to hope for a connection between the
F -signature and the minimal log discrepancy. In this section, we show that the F -signature
of a triple is always a lower bound for the minimal log discrepancy. We should point out
that we expect that this relationship can be substantially improved.
Throughout this section we assume that R is a normal and F -finite ring. We begin by
recalling the definition of the minimal log discrepancy.
Definition 6.1 (cf. [KM98, Section 2.3]). Suppose that (R,∆, at) is a triple with X =
SpecR and KX + ∆ assumed to be Q-Cartier. For any prime divisor E (possibly non-
exceptional) on a X˜ , a normal variety with a proper birational map π : X˜ −→ X = SpecR
such that a ·OX˜ = OX(−G), we define the discrepancy of (R,∆, a
t) along E, denoted bE to
be the coefficient of E in K
X˜
− π∗(KX +∆)− tG. The log discrepancy of (R,∆, a
t) along
E is simply the discrepancy plus one, bE + 1.
Given a (possibly non-closed) point x ∈ X = SpecR, the minimal log discrepancy of
(R,∆, at) at x is simply
inf{bE + 1 |π : X˜ −→ X proper birational with X˜ normal, a · OX˜ locally free,
and E ⊆ X˜ a prime divisor with π(E) = x}
possibly equalling negative infinity. We denote this number by mld(x;X,∆, at).
Remark 6.2. It is easy to see that (R,∆, at) is Kawamata log terminal if and only if we have
mld(x;X,∆, at) > 0 for every point x ∈ X = SpecR (including codimension 1 points).
We first prove a transformation rule for F -splitting numbers under birational maps, the
main idea for the proof goes back to at least [HW02] and [MS91].
Proposition 6.3. Suppose that (R,∆, at) is a triple where X = SpecR with KX + ∆ is
Q-Cartier, and π : X˜ −→ X = SpecR is a proper birational map with X˜ normal and
a · OX(−G). Further suppose that η ∈ X˜ is a possibly (non-closed) point mapping to a
(possibly non-closed) point x ∈ X and set ∆˜ = −K
X˜
+ π∗(KX +∆). Then the F -splitting
numbers a∆,a
t
e,x of the local ring OX,x are less than or equal to the F -splitting numbers a
∆˜+tG
e,η
of OX˜,η, assuming ∆˜ + tG is effective at η.
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Proof. Suppose that (⊕iϕi) : F
e
∗OX,x −→ ⊕iOX,x is a finite direct sum of (R,∆, a
t)-
summands and thus notice that (⊕iϕi) is surjective. We claim that each ϕi induces a
map
ϕ˜i : F
e
∗OX˜,η ⊆ F
e
∗OX˜,η(⌈(p
e − 1)(∆˜ + tG)⌉) −→ O
X˜,η
which agrees with ϕi on the field of fractions K(X) = K(X˜). This is well known to experts,
see [HW02, Main Theorem] and cf. [Sch10, Theorem 6.7], but we briefly sketch the idea. Any
ϕi can be written as ϕi =
∑
j aijϕij with ϕij ∈ HomR(R(⌈(p
e−1)∆⌉), R) and aij ∈ a
⌈t(pe−1)⌉.
Each ϕij corresponds to a divisor ∆ij ≥ ∆ as in [ST12, Section 4.4]. By extending ϕi and the
ϕij to the fraction field K(X) of X, we obtain ϕi, ϕij : F
e
∗K(X) −→ K(X). We then restrict
the domains of these maps to the local ring F e∗OX˜,η; we denote these restrictions by ϕ˜. The
ϕ˜ij , at η, correspond to the divisors −KX˜ + π
∗(KX + ∆ij) ≥ −KX˜ + π
∗(KX + ∆) = ∆˜
(see the aforementioned references). Then ϕ˜ =
∑
j aijϕ˜ij and it follows that the divisor
corresponding to ϕ˜, at least at η, is bigger than or equal to ∆˜ + tG as desired.
Regardless, taking the direct sum of the ϕ˜i, we obtain a map
(⊕iϕ˜i) : F
e
∗OX˜,η ⊆ F
e
∗OX˜,η(⌈(p
e − 1)(∆˜ + tG)⌉) −→ ⊕iOX˜,η.
Each section of F e∗OX is also a section of F
e
∗OX˜,η ⊆ F
e
∗OX˜,η(⌈(p
e − 1)˜(∆ + tG)⌉). Thus
if s ∈ F e∗OX is sent to the jth basis element ej ∈ ⊕iOX,x by ⊕iϕi, we also have that
s ∈ F e∗OX˜,η ⊆ F
e
∗OX˜,η(⌈(p
e − 1)(∆˜ + tG)⌉) is sent to ej ∈ ⊕iOX˜,η. But this implies that
⊕ϕ˜i is surjective as desired. 
Corollary 6.4. Suppose that (R,∆, at) is a strongly F -regular triple with x ∈ X = SpecR.
Then s(Rx,∆, a
t) ≤ mld(x;X,∆, at).
Proof. Suppose π : X˜ −→ X is a proper birational map with X˜ normal and consider a
prime divisor E ⊆ X˜ with generic point η such that π(η) = x ∈ X. Set b to be the
coefficient of E in −∆˜− tG := KX˜ − π
∗(KX +∆)− tG. If b > 0, then the log discrepancy
of (X˜, ∆˜) at η is positive and there is nothing to prove. On the other hand, if b < 0,
then we see b > −1 by the strongly F -regular assumption and [HW02, Main Theorem].
Now then, s(OX˜,η, ∆˜) = 1 + b by (1) on page 5. By Proposition 6.3, and the fact that
d := dim(Rx) + α(Rx) = dim(OX˜,η) + α(OX˜,η) by [Kun76, Proposition 2.3], we see that
s(R,∆, at) = lime−→∞
a∆,a
t
e,x
ped
≤ lime−→∞
a∆˜+tGe,η
ped
= s(OX˜,η, ∆˜) = 1 + b.
The result follows. 
Remark 6.5. The previous proof in fact shows that the log discrepancy of any divisor E ⊆ X˜
such that x ∈ π(E) is ≥ s(X,∆, at).
We can obtain the following improvement as well.
Corollary 6.6. Suppose that (R,∆, at) is a strongly F -regular pair with x ∈ X = SpecR.
Further suppose that π : X˜ −→ X is a proper birational map and η ∈ X˜ is such that
π(η) = x. Finally suppose that ∆˜ = −KX˜ + π
∗(KX + ∆) is an effective simple normal
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crossings divisor at η with components Ej passing through η and with coefficients bj. Then
s(R,∆) ≤
∏
(1− bj).
Proof. This follows from the argument above again using Proposition 6.3 and [BST11,
Example 4.19] (also see Section 2). 
Remark 6.7. The results in this section are often far from optimal. In particular, the state-
ments of this section are trivial for any pair with canonical singularities. As such, it is
interesting to ask if any of the bounds in this section can be improved upon. However, given
the limited number of examples of F -signature that have been computed, it is unclear to
us what form any sharpenings of this result may take on.
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